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 Pinned Tweet
Dr. Farhana Sultana  @Farhana_H2O  Mar 19
Dr. Farhana Sultana's speech at Workshop on the Human Right to Water at the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, Vatican

   1  27  43

Dr. Farhana Sultana  @Farhana_H2O  4d
Weak & unacceptable response from editor-in-chief of TWQ today.

  

Weak and "neutral" response from @thirdworldq on publishing The Case of Colonialism. http://www.tandfonline.com/pb-assets/TWQ-response-Sept-2017.pdf?fref=gc&dti=2553350463 … @Farhana_H2O

  2  3

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Nicole Johnston  @NicoleJohnston  4d
Read this and support the author @Farhana_H2O who is being trolled for speaking out against the pro-colonialists in academia.

  

@Farhana_H2O 's wonderful Facebook post in response to the pro-colonial article in Third World Quarterly... 

https://www.facebook.com/farhanasultana/posts/10101130697230492 …

  1  1

Dr. Farhana Sultana  @Farhana_H2O  4d
Almost at 10,000 in 5 days! Thanks everyone! We'll be submitting soon, so pls get others to sign on asap https://www.change.org/p/editors-of-the-third-world-quarterly-retract-the-case-for-colonialism?recruiter=409526319&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=share_petition&utm_term=share_petition&utm_content=nafta_twitter_large_image_card%3Acontrol … via @Change

    1  5

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Chengxin Pan  @ChengxinPan  4d
by the same consistent author: from neo-colonial desire('China's Democratic Future') back to old colonial fantasy ('A Case for Colonialism')

  

Reduce racist clickbait sub-par publications in academic journals & improve overall publishing standards. Please RT! https://www.change.org/p/editors-of-the-third-world-quarterly-retract-the-case-for-colonialism?recruiter=409526319&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition&utm_term=share_petition&utm_content=nafta_copylink_shortlink_1%3Areal_control … 

  1  2

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Anna Carlile  @anna_carlile  4d
Replying to @Farhana_H2O

Standing with you. I find if reason is ignored that toddler-parenting strategies work well... 

   1  1  

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Alf Gunvald Nilsen  @alfgunvald  4d
Racists are so predictable - hateful attacks is the core of their repertoire, indeed of their very being. I stand with @Farhana_H2O 

  

Dealing w/ deluge of attacks by racist trolls & colonial apologists on facebook twitter email for wanting retraction of racist shoddy piece

 1  1  2

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Rachel Bass  @ra_ol_bass  4d
Replying to @mrymsdq @Farhana_H2O

Everything Maryam said here & above. You are the best person for this fight! Farhana vs. the Pro-Colonial Internet Trolls of "Academia" (?)

   1  1  1

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Carina van Rooyen  @carinavr  4d
By indicating that we're standing with you @Farhana_H2O, it will hopefully counter some of the emotional stress. You're star shining bright!

  

Dealing w/ deluge of attacks by racist trolls & colonial apologists on facebook twitter email for wanting retraction of racist shoddy piece

 1  4  3

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Maryam Siddiq  @mrymsdq  4d
Replying to @Farhana_H2O

You are a hero! 
Reading about it is emotionally draining yet you're fighting our fight.. lots of respect for you.
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 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
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Catherine Goetze  @CaGtze  4d
Show your support to @Farhana_H2O!

  

Dealing w/ deluge of attacks by racist trolls & colonial apologists on facebook twitter email for wanting retraction of racist shoddy piece

  2  2

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Catherine Goetze  @CaGtze  4d
Replying to @Farhana_H2O

Seems you were spot right on @Farhana_H2O otherwise they wouldn't become so aggressive. Standing with you! 

   1  1  1

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
David Nemer  @DavidNemer  5d
Replying to @Farhana_H2O

I stand with you @Farhana_H2O ! We must resist and stay on the right side of history!

   1  1  2

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Reuben Rose-Redwood  @R_RoseRedwood  4d
Replying to @Farhana_H2O

You've got my support too, Farhana. It's tempting to want to respond to every troll attack, but there are limits to dialogue, esp w/trolls

   1  1  3

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Dorlisa Minnick  @DorlisaMinnick  4d
Replying to @Farhana_H2O

Sorry this is happening. Like others,I stand with you calling out racist and colonial apologists.Our scholarship& humanity is better for it!

   1  1  3

 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Peter Gleick  @PeterGleick  4d
Replying to @Farhana_H2O

Farhana, stand tough. I stand with you. After all, they ARE racist trolls and colonial apologists.
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 Dr. Farhana Sultana Retweeted
Cai Wilkinson  @caiwilkinson  4d
Replying to @Farhana_H2O

Outrageous, shameful and completely unacceptable. Standing with @Farhana_H2O and all those scholars calling out racism despite personal cost

  

Dealing w/ deluge of attacks by racist trolls & colonial apologists on facebook twitter email for wanting retraction of racist shoddy piece
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Dr. Farhana Sultana  @Farhana_H2O  5d
Dealing w/ deluge of attacks by racist trolls & colonial apologists on facebook twitter email for wanting retraction of racist shoddy piece
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Dr. Farhana Sultana  @Farhana_H2O  5d
Reduce racist clickbait sub-par publications in academic journals & improve overall publishing standards. Please RT! https://www.change.org/p/editors-of-the-third-world-quarterly-retract-the-case-for-colonialism?recruiter=409526319&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition&utm_term=share_petition&utm_content=nafta_copylink_shortlink_1%3Areal_control …
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Vijay Prashad, Gyan Prakash, Arjun Appadurai and Kevin Gannon
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Dr. Farhana Sultana  @Farhana_H2O  5d
Sign to ensure solid academic publication space isn't given to shoddy work instead #ecr #phdchat #academia #highered

   1  14  9

Dr. Farhana Sultana  @Farhana_H2O  5d
Help keep academic publishing standards up, sign the petition! #AcademicTwitter #HigherEd #ScholarSunday
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